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CEAN Global Export, is a premium export company of 
fruits, aromatics, herbs and flowers. Colombia is located 
in the top of South America, reason why, we have no 
seasons and we can produce non stop all year.

CUSTOMER ORIENTATION 
INTEGRITY 
QUALITY PRODUCTS 
WELLNESS SOCIETY 
ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

ALLIANCES
STRATEGIC

VALUES
OURWHAT IS

?CEAN GLOBAL
EXPORT

Our sustainability is based on values, always 
being continuos improvement with the 
standards. We are committed to environment, 
the products quality, with our head household 
mothers, suppliers and customers.

20 years of experience on markets like 
US, Europe and Asia; is the best 
warranty for our customers.



Roses are the most popular flower at world, 
preferred for humanity. Known, it has been in 
investigations, transformations and historical 
events, perfume, gifts, ornaments. Is the most 
popular for celebrations like St. Valentines, 
Mother’s day, and Women’s Day.

OUR
ROSES

ROSES COLOURS

OUR
CARNATIONS

The favorite florist flower. The carnations are 
so popular for their useful life. Originally from 
Eurasia, was used for the first time to Greeks 
and Romains in garlands.

CARNATIONS COLOURS

MINI
CARNATIONS

MINI CARNATIONS 
COLOURS



ALSTROMELIAS COLOURS
This flower means innocence, 
purity and joy, you can find it in 
vibrant and brighten colours, from 
pink, snow white, sunny yellow, to 
ruby red; are the safe option.

LILIES COLOURS

OUR
ALSTROMELIAS
This beautiful flower native from the 
South America Mountain Valleys, 
also called Incas LilIies or Incas Liz. 
Alstromelias represent Health, 
prosperity and fortune.

OUR
GERBERAS

GERBERAS COLOURSOUR
LILIES
Lilies are aromatic and so 
common to be seen it in gifts and 
bouquets, they have medicinal 
properties, are elegance icon.



CHRYSANTHEMUS COLOURS

OUR
CHRYSANTHEMUMS
Are the most cultivated specie in the world, originally from the Japanese 
gardens is called  the Queen of the Autumn Flower; you can find it in 
different colors like pink, purple, red, yellow, orange, bronze and white

SPRAY
ROSES

Bouquets of spray roses 
are smaller than regular 
rose, usually is used in 
delicate ones; each 
cocoon opens separately. 
Are a romantic touch for 
any place or event.

SPRAY ROSES COLOURS

OUR
HELICONIAS

Are the most representative tropical plant, 
this amazing spice come from South 

America and some South Pacific Islands. 
Their exuberant beauty and easy 

cultivation do itself so popular  
in countries with weather seasons

HELICONIAS 
COLOURS



OUR
FILLERS

OUR
GREENS

Filler flowers, also known as volume flowers, 
are perfect for designing the floral 
foundation and color palette of your 
wedding floral designs. 

Green foliage provides a dark 
background to highlight the bright 

colors of flowers. Foliage is typically 
more affordable than flowers 
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